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I. M. JAMES has recently studied the question: when can a q-sphere bundle over the n-sphere 
be an H-space? The possibilities are much reduced by the theorem below. We 
shall suppose that G is an H-space such that H,(G; 2,) is an exterior algebra on two 
generators of (positive) dimensions q, n. (Without loss of generality, we shall suppose 
that q 22 n). 
THEOREM. Such an H-space G is only possible if the dimensions (q, n) satisfy one of 
the _following conditions: 
(i) q and n both belong to the set (1, 3, 7); 
(ii) (4, n) = (1,2), (3, 5) or (7, 11); 
(iii) (q, n) = (7, 15). 
It is clear that the products s4 x S” provide examples of H-spaces for which con- 
dition (i) holds. Again, the groups SO(3) and SU(3) provide examples in which alternative 
(ii) holds, with (q, n) = (1, 2) and (3, 5). I do not know whether the remaining two pairs 
of dimensions are possible or not. 
The theorem is proved by studying cohomology operations in a “projective plane” P 
corresponding to G. Let TG be the cone on G; then the projective plane P is formed by 
attaching (TG)2 to the suspension SG of G by a “Hopf” map; this map is constructed as 
follows. The boundary B of (TG)’ consists of (TG x G) u (G x TG). We decompose the 
suspension SG into the two cones T_ G, T+ G. We extend the product map 
to give 
p:GxG-+G 
/.t+:TGxG-+T+G 
I(- :GxTG+T_G. 
We thus obtain a “Hopf” map 
J(p): B+SG 
and so construct P. 
We must now discuss the cohomology of P. (From this point on, we agree that 2, 
coefficients are to be understood in all our cohomology groups). The additive structure 
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of H*(P) is easily 
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determined from the exact cohomology sequence of the pair (P, SG). 
6 : H*(SG) + H*(P, SC) 
is determined by the following diagram. 
ASG 
H*(G) - H*(SG) L H*(P, SC) 
P’ I J(r)’ 1 
y* 2 
H*(G x G) 2 H*(B) 
1 
: H*((TG)‘, B) 
Here, of course, the homomorphisms A,, As, belong to the Mayer-Vietoris sequences for 
B = (TG x G) u (G x TG), SC = (T+G) u (T-G). In positive dimensions, A,, is an 
isomorphism, while 66, is an epimorphism, with kernel H*(G v G). The map y : (Tc)’ + P 
is the quotient map. 
Let us write C$ : H*(P) --f H*(G) for the composite 
i* ASC 
H*(P) + H*(SG) E H*(G), 
and 
6 : H*(G x G) + H*(P) 
for the composite 
H*(G x G): H*(B) : III*((Z-G)~, B) : H*(P, SG) : H*(P). 
I 
Wt: obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 1. Let x, y be primitice generators in Hq(G), H”(G). Then there exist elements 
LT. q in H*(P) such that 44 = x, $n = y. The three elements x, y, xy in H*(G) yield nine 
e.uternal products in H*(G x G), and the images of these by 8 satisfy only one relation, 
namely 0(x 0 y) = e(y @ x). 
We thus obtain eight linearly independent elements in H*(P); we may form a base 
of H*(P) by adjoining 1, 5 and q. 
LEMMA 2. We hare 5’ = 0(x @I x), [q = 0(x @I y), q2 = e(y By). AN other non- 
trivial cup-products in H*(P) are zero. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the following commutative diagram. 
H*(P) @ H*(P)- H*(P) 
4 4 
H*(G) 8 H*(G) 
0 
T 
H*(d x G) @ H*(G x G) + H*(G x G) 
Here the horizontal arrows indicate cup-products, while tire maps n,, 7r2 : G x G + G are 
the projections onto the first and second factors. This diagram is deduced from the 
following one. 
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H*(P) 60 H*(P) -a H*(P) 
1 I 1 z T 
H 0’: T- Gl @ H*(P, T+G)- H*S(P, c) 
7' I Y’ I 
y* 2 
1 
H*((TG)2, G x TG)@ H*((TG)', TG x G)-H*((TG)2,B) 
I 
+ 6 T 
d 2 1 I H*(B, TG x G) 
1 
P 
H*(G x TG) @ H*((TG)', TG x G)+H*(G x TG,G x G) 
1 T 1 d+E di 
H*(G x TG) @I H*(TG x G)- H*(G x G) 
1 I 
1 
1 
I 
H*(G x G) @ H*(G x G)- H*(G x,G) 
In this diagram, the columns may be reduced to the form given above, by considering 
subsidiary diagrams, such as the following one, in which e denotes a homotopy-unit in G. 
H*(SG)4 H*(P) 
T z 
H*(SG, T- G)- H*(P !: P) 
v’ z 
I 
I.1 ? 
H*(TG x e, G x e) +- H*((TG)‘: G x TG) 
T T 
H *(;=x :)-+..:i; 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
We now investigate the Steenrod squares in H*(P). Let us write Sq for xiaO Sq’, 
and express Sqt in terms of our base in H*(P); assume that its component in q is Iv. Then, 
applying cp, we have 
sqx = x + ly 
Sqy = Y* 
From this, we can compute the Steenrod squares in 
formula. Applying 8, we obtain the following results. 
LEMMA 3. 
(Sq - 1)<2 = l# 
(Sq - l)<s = AV2 
H*(G x G), by using the Cartan 
(Sq - W(x co XY) = WY @ XY) 
(Sq - W(XY @ x) = qxy 69 Y). 
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We note that these values are consistent with the Cartan formula for products in H*(P), 
and that the case Iz =l= 0 can arise. 
For reference, we now collect two further lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that H’(X) = Ofor m < t < m + a and that Sq’ : H”‘(X) + H”‘+‘(X) 
is non-zero. Then a = 1, 2, 4 or 8. 
This follows immediately from the decomposition formulae for Sq” given in [2, I]. 
LEMMA 5. Assume that H’(X)=Oform<r<m+aandform+a<r<m+a+b 
that H,+‘(X) = 2, and that Se’* : Hm(X) + Hm”‘+*(X) is non-zero. Then the dimen- 
sions (a, b) and the operations 
Sq” : H”(X) + H”‘+“(X), Sq* : H”+“(X) -+ Hi+“+*(X) 
satitfy one of the following conditions: 
(i) a+b= 1,2,4or8; 
(ii) (a, b) = (2,1), (4, 2) or (8, 4); Sq” and Sq* are both non-zero; 
(iii a) (a, b) = (8, 8); Sq’ is zero, Sq* non-zero; 
(iii b) (a, b) = (8, 8); Sq’ is non-zero, Sq* zero; 
(iv a) (a, b) = (2”: - 1, l), k Z 4; Sq” is zero, Sq” non-zero; 
(iv b) (a, 6) = (1, 2k - l), k 2 4; Sq’ is non-zero, Sq* zero. 
We note that all the cases mentioned under (i), (ii), (iii) are possible, while (iv a) and 
(iv b) are possible for k = 4 at least. 
Proof. Consider first the case when a + b is not a power of 2. Then Sq’+* decomposes 
in terms of products Sq’Sq’ (c + d =‘a + b, c > 0, d > 0.) Hence 
Sq” : H’“(X) -+ H”‘+‘(X) 
Sq* I H,+“(X) + Hm+‘+*(X) 
are both non-zero. By Lemma 4, we have a = 2’, b = 2j. Since a + b is not a power of 2, 
wehaveifj. If/i-j1 # l,thenSq”+* admits two decompositions, of which one contains 
Sq2’Sq2’ but not Sq2’Sq2’ while the other contains Sq2’Sq2’ but not Sq2’Sq2’. The 
former gives a contradiction. If Ii - j( = 1, then a + b = 3.2k, and the decomposition of 
Sq 3*2k contains Sq2kSq2k*1 but not Sq2kT’Sq2k. So in this case wehavea = p+r, b = 2’; this 
gives the cases of alternative (ii). 
In what follows, then, we may assume that a + b = 2k, k > 4. Suppose first that Sq’ 
and Sq* are both non-zero. By Proposition 1 we have a = 2’, b = 2’, whence i = j = k - 1. 
The relation 
Sq 2k-‘Sq2k-1 = ,,,gk_l &Sq2k-‘Sq’ 
now yields a contradiction. 
Suppose next that Sq” is zero. Then we may apply the decomposition of Sq2’ given 
in [I]; we find that some pair of operations 
U+, : H’“(X) + H=+‘(X) 
&Jl, : H”+“(X) + Hm+‘+*(x) 
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must both be non-zero. This shows that Sq* is non-zero, and that b = 2k - 2’ - 2’ + 1, 
whereO<i<j<k-l,i#j- 1. Using Lemma 4 again, the only cases that arise are 
i=O,j= 3,k=4andi=j=k- 1, giving cases (iii a) and (iv a). 
Lastly, suppose that Sq* is zero. Then we may pass to the Spanier-Whitehead ual 
DX of X, and we are in the situation of the preceding case. This leads to cases (iii b) 
and (iv b). (One should perhaps explain how the Steenrod squares in X and DX are 
related. The Steenrod square Sq” in H*(X) is the vector-space dual of the operation 
c(Sq”) in H*(DX), where c is the canonical anti-automorphism of the Steenrod algebra 
A [3]. The element c(6q”) + Sq” is decomposable in A.) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
We now turn to the roof of the theorem. We have to show that the proposed coho- 
mology ring H*(P) is i possible for most values of q and n. Let us set Q = q + 1, 
N=n+l,andbeginb consideringthecaseinwhich2QGN. Inthiscaseourbase 
elements fall into the fol wing order of increasing dimensions: 
1, C, <*, 11, Cs, 0(x @ XY) and &Y @ 4, tl*, . . . 
Since SqQe = C* # 0 and q 2 1, Lemma 4 shows immediately that Q = 2, 4 or 8. With 
the notation of Lemma 3, we have rl = 0, because Sq’x = 0 for i > q. Therefore Sq(&) = &, 
and similarly for Sqf?(x @ xy) and Sqfl(xy @ x). I-Iowever, SqNq = q* # 0; hence Sfl is 
not decomposable in terms of Steenrod squares, and so N is a power of 2. The cases 
N = 2,4, 8 lead to case (i) of the theorem. If N = 2k, k > 4 we may pass to the Spanier- 
Whitehead dual DP of P and study the decomposition of SqN in terms of secondary opera- 
tions. This clearly leads to the following alternatives. 
(a) 2k-2’-2’+1=2Q-l; 
moreover, there is a non-zero operation Sq**-l in DP, going from the dimension corre- 
sponding to 0(x @ xy) to the dimension corresponding to q. 
This is contradicted by the relation 
Sq *Q-l = sq’sq*Q-*. 
04 2’ - 2’ -.2’ + 1 = Q, 
The only possibility is k = 4, i = 0, j = 3, leading to (Q, N) = (8, 16), that is, to 
case (ii) of the theorem. 
We now consider the case Q I N < 2Q. In this case our base elements fall into the 
following order of increasing dimensions: 
1, e, V, P. 5rl, tl*, **. 
Since Sq*c = 5’ # 0, we can apply Lemma 5, and we find the following cases. 
(i) Q = 2, 4 or 8. In this case we have to examine the equation SqNq = q* # 0. 
Since we have assumed Q < N < 2Q, the only case in which N can be a power of 2 is the 
case N = Q; this leads to case (i) of the theorem. There remain a finite number of cases 
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(eleven, in fact) in which SqN is decomposable in terms of Steenrod squares. Such a decom- 
position ads easily to a contradiction in each of. the cases except (Q, N) = (2,3), (4,6), 
(8, 12). These give case (ii) of the theorem. 
(i0 a = 2’+‘, b = 2’ (k F 0, 1,2). 
Then Q = 3.2’, N = 5.2’. We have a contradiction between the equation Sq”q = o2 # 0 
and the relation 
&IN = sq~ksq~k+’ o<*;2L *I,SqN-‘Sq! 
(iii) a = 8, b = 8. Then Q = 16, N = 24. The relation 
sq2’ = sq’sq’6 + c 11sq2’-‘sq’ 
O<iC* 
combined with the fact that Sq2’q = q2 # 0, shows that Sq16q = &, Sq*(q = q2. It 
follows that in Lemma 3 we have Iz = 1; in particular, we have Sqg( = q, Sq8C2 = 0. 
The equation Sq*< = q implies Sq’q = 0. The equations 
sqi6rt = es f 0, sq%j = 0, sq8eZ = 0 
contradict Lemma 5. 
(iv a) a=2k”-l, b=l, k > 4. 
Then Q = zk, N = 2k+’ - 1. We have a contradiction between the equation 
SqNv = ?$ # 0 
and the relation 
SqN = sq’sqN- 1 
(iv b) a= 1, b=2’- 1, k>,4. ThenQ=r,N=2’+1. 
In this case the equation SqNv = q2 # 0 and the relation 
&I* = Sq’SqN--’ 
show that SqZktt = trl, sq’tv = $. 
The equations 
sq2k = rrt # 0, Salt’ = 0 
contradict Lemma 5. 
This completes the proof. 
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